The Scienscope Desktop Reel Label Scanner (DRL-006) uses an AI-trained algorithm to scan the 1D and 2D barcodes of incoming electronic component reels and materials. The data can then be uploaded to your MES/ERP system for instant UID assignment and your label will be printed instantaneously for placement. Increase the accuracy and speed of your incoming parts process with Scienscope Reel Label Scanner and Scienscope Smart Rack for storage and easy location!

FEATUERS

- Scienscope DRL-006 is easy to use
- Easily distinguish different labels from different suppliers
- Detach to scan and store information bulkier items
- Works with Scienscope Smart Racks
- Scan, capture, and store all information

SPECs

- 12-megapixel camera with auto-focus
- Instantly update inventory while assigning a unique ID to each reel
- 7”, 13”, 15”, and trays
- Scans up to 60mm height